
CLUES
Across
6 Hip flask initially spotted and ignored by golf club further on (5)
8 Announcement of Pac-Man? (8)
10 Piece of work, in brief, for teacher (6)
11 Terms omitted from warning about St David’s Day prayer (3,5)
12,2,17 Heritage affair comically enacted with groom? (3,8,2,6)
13 Alien in outer space wanting tip from Peter Sellers (11)
15* Waste a long time in prison (7)
18 Headless corpse’s sent west for certain journey (7)
22 With mud for slinging, how to spread rumour? (4,2,5)
25 What appears when fiery enclosure’s consumed body fea-

tures? (3)
26* Seaweed used as fish feeder, even space filler? (5,3)
27 Detective’s drunk inn out of Pinot Noir, unfortunately (6)
29* Resistance encountered by radio broadcast about new sur-

geon’s heart bypass (4,4)
30 Sun a little upset for Nobel Peace Prize winner (5)

Instructions
The puzzle is a tribute to two people whose names appear 
in the completed grid. (There is a     numerical connection 
between them.) X and two of his products are in a combina-
tion of     solutions. Y appears step-wise; his nom de plume 
is formed by the first letters of solutions to the     asterisked 
clues in reverse order. His best known product appears 
twice in the grid, once     homophonically.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 31  Decem-
ber. You need to register once and then sign in to theguard-
ian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly 
prize. 
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Down 
1* I will get so many together for sex (4)
2 See 12 across
3 Cabled vehicle on route up carrying Australian music maker (6)
4 Remarkable force altered yellow tincture’s density (2,6)
5* Press carpet, after spinning more repulsive (6)    
7 1 by 1 whenever T’s put after female name (7)
9* Film in the 14 divides Americans (7)
12 Jack Jones of Bow or the Fox of Falkirk? (3)
14,21 Do without whichever gully (but preserve that one?) (6)
16* Hateful Englishman’s last to join fellow noonday exposer up (7)
17 See 12 across
18 A sample of two hundred working parties in Auckland? (3)
19 Feature of brutish creature who is outspoken cutting prime 

minister up (8)
20 Germany initially quits by itself (7)
21 See 14
23 They’re last ones for supper a half-hour before marching ones 

are issued! (6)
24 Gaelic poetical figure — or musical one, essentially? (6)
28 Bishop’s Bar in Bath bars bishops! (4)


